PROOF. If E(ER(X) t
the statement is true for X = 0. Otherwise
E+I/\&(X).
Hence I+\E&$(X).
Conversely, if ju^O, then tx(I+E//x)&(X)
showing that E+fxE$(X).
The set K(X) of compact operators on X is a closed, two-sided ideal in B{X). Let TT be the natural quotient map of B(X) into B(X)/K(X).

LEMMA 2 [7], A(E$(X) if and only if ir(A) is invertible in B(X)/K(X).
LEMMA 3 [9] , [l] . EER(X)*=*\\T (E) n \\ l i n ->0 as n-»oo.
For any two operators A, B^B{X)
we shall write A[) V B when AB -BA is a compact operator on X. The reason for the notation is that ir(AB) -TT(BA) in this case. Such operators are said to "almost commute." LEMMA 
If EER(X)
and KEK(X), then E+KGR(X).
PROOF. TT(E+K~\) =T(E-X).
[November
LEMMA 5. If EER(X), BEB(X) and B\J T E, then EB and BE are in R(X).
g || TT(B) II || *•(£)» II 1/n ->0 as w->°o .
LEMMA 6 [8]. If A E$(X), then there is a Â E$(X), such that
(1) ir(ÀA) = *(AÂ) =7T(7).
LEMMA 7. IfEER(X), A &(X) and AU r E, then Â+EEMX).
PROOF. ir[A(E+Â)]=ir[(E+Â)A]=w(EA+I).
Since EAER(X) (Lemma 5), £.4 +/is*(X) and If \E+AE$, then [\EÂ+I] is invertible in B{X)/K(X). Hence EÂER(X). Conversely, if E A ER(X), then ir(XiLl+i') is invertible for each X. Hence so is ir(KE+A). LEMMA 
Suppose AE$(X) and EEB{X). Then EAER(X) if and only if AEER(X).
PROOF. If EAER(X), then \EA+IE$(X)
for all X. Hence so is \E+ A and consequently so is \AE+I. Therefore AEER(X). THEOREM 
The operator E EB(X) is in R(X) if and only ifA+E E${X)for all A E®{X) such thatA\J*E.
PROOF. By Theorem 9 we need only show the "if" part. To do this we merely take A =X?*0. THEOREM 
IfE u E 2 ER(X) andE^J^, thenEi+E 2 ER{X).
PROOF. If X^O, X+£IG*P0. By Theorem 9 so is X +Et+E 2 . Thus E 1 +E i ER(X).
Fredholm perturbations. Let F(X) denote the set of those EEB(X) such that AE&R(X) for all A E$(X).
We now characterize this set. LEMMA 
EEF(X) if and only if I+AEE$(X) for all A &(X).
PROOF. Use Lemma 1.
THEOREM IS. EEF(X) if and only if A+EE$(X)for all A &(X). Thus F(X) coincides with the set of Fredholm perturbations.
PROOF. If EEF(X) and A&(X), then AEER(X) (Lemma 6). Thus I+ÂEEHX) (Lemma 1). Thus A(I+ÂE)E$(X) showing that 7r(^4 +E) is invertible. Hence A +EE$(X). Conversely, suppose A +EE$(X) for all A E$(X).
Let A be a particular operator in i(X). Then \Â +E E®(X) for all X 5*0. Hence the same is true for A (Xi +E).
This shows that T(K+AE)
is invertible for each X?*0. Hence AE ER(X). Since this is true for all 4G$(I), we have EEF(X). 
EF(X) and E n -+E in B(X), then EEF(X).
PROOF. If A E$(X), we can take n so large that A -(E n -E) E®(X) (cf., e.g., [4]). Hence A-(E n -E)+E n E$(X) (Theorem IS). This shows that E E F(X).
COROLLARY 22. F(X) is a closed two-sided ideal.
PROOF. Corollaries 18, 20, 21.
Semi-Fredholm operators. Let $+(X) denote the set of operators AGB{X) such that a(A) < <*> and R(A) is closed in X. Clearly $+(X) contains $(X).
THEOREM 23. A is in &+(X) if and only if ct(A -K) < <*> for all KEK(X).
PROOF. If A&+(X) and KGK(X) f then A-KG$+(X) (cf. [8], [4]). In particular, a(A-K)<<x>. Conversely, suppose A is not in $+(X). Then there are sequences {xk}QX,
{^}çi' such that ||**|| = 1, Ik; || ^2*-1 , xj (**)-«/*, \\Ax k \\ S2 1 -» (cf. [6] ). Set 
1
Now Kx -Ax for x equal to any of the Xk and hence also for any linear combination. Since the Xk are linearly independent, it follows that a (A -K) = 00. This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 24. A G$(X) if and only ifa(A -K) < 00 and (3(A -K) < 00 for all KEK(X).
PROOF. The "only if" part is well known (cf., e.g., [4] ). To prove the "if" part, note that Theorem 23 implies that AG$+(X). Since 0GK(X), 0(4) =/3(A-0)< 00. Thus AG*(*).
Let F + (X) denote the set of all EGB(X) such that A+EE$+(X) ïoraüAE$+(X).
COROLLARY 25. If Ex, E 2 GF+(X), then E!+E 2 GF + (X).
THEOREM
26.EEF+ÇX) if and onlyifa(A -£) < 00 for all A G$+(X).
PROOF. If EEF+(X) andAE®+(X), then A-EE$+(X) by definition. Hence a(A -E) < <*>. If A E$+(X) and A -E is not in $+(-X"), then there is a i££.K:(X) such that a(A -E-K)
= 00 (Theorem 23). Set C = A-K.
Then CG$+(X) and a(C-JE)= ». This proves the theorem. THEOREM 
EEF(X) if and only ifa(A -£) < <*> for all A £$(X).
PROOF. If EGF(X)
and 4€*(*), then A-E&{X) (Theorem 15). Thus a(A -E) < <*>. Conversely, suppose a(A -E) < oo for all 4G$(J). Let A be any particular operator in $(X).
for each KGK(X) and X^O. Hence a(A -\E-K) < oo for all X and all KGK(X).
By Theorem 23, il -XEG*+(X) for each X. In particular, this is true for 0<X^ 1. Now if P(A--E) were infinite, it would follow that /3(A) = oo [4, Theorem 7 .1]. But this is contrary to assumption. Hence A-EÇ£$(X). Since this is true for any A G$(X), the proof is complete.
COROLLARY 28.
F+(X)QF(X).
LEMMA 29. If E n EF+(X) and E n -+E, then EEF+(X).
PROOF 
Remarks. R{X)
is not an ideal [3] . We see from Corollary 22 that F(X) is the largest ideal contained in R(X). Moreover, operators in R(X) are characterized by the fact that each of them behaves like a Fredholm perturbation with respect to Fredholm operators which almost commute with it (Theorem 12).
Theorem 23 says that an operator in $+(X) cannot coincide with a compact operator on any infinite dimensional subspace, and that this property characterizes these operators. Theorem 26 says that an operator is in F+(X) if and only if it does not coincide with a $+(X) operator on any infinite dimensional subspace. Theorem 27 makes a similar statement for F(X). 
